
 

Wine Tourism 

02, September 

Personal and unique experiences surrounding the wine. This is the Finca Loranque wine tourism

offer in which its responsibles, in love with the wine world will be delighted to share with its visitors

a pleasant time, designed to be reminded. Everything is thought to hoard experiences. Finca

Loranque has become nowadays one of the Spanish wine tourism references.
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INSTALLATION OF POLSAT BOX SATELLITE DISH

17, november | Rating 4.8 out of 75 votes  

The adventure with digital television begins with signing a contract and picking up a decoder from

the Polsat Box showroom. If you have a community installation in your building, it is enough to plug

the decoder into a wall socket; if you live in a detached house, you should order satellite dish

installation offered by an authorized Polsat Box technical service or a local installer recommended

by the digital TV operator's showroom. The exception is Polsat Box Go Internet TV, which can be

received only with Internet from any operator and an application installed on the TV or a dedicated

OTT decoder.
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satellite dish installation

Deciding on satellite TV, the decoder model is chosen depending on the type of TV you have, for

older models HD resolution is enough, for newer TV sets you will need equipment that supports

2160P technology. The cable connecting the decoder to the TV should provide a bandwidth of

18Gbps and support for the HDCP protocol, on cables that do not meet the above conditions you

will not get Ultra High Definition images. Owners of a good audio set or home theater have the

option of sending multichannel audio through an optical cable, or fiber optic cable, providing

compatibility with DTS, Dolby Audio, etc.

Which satellite dish to choose ? The one offered by the Polsat operator or buy on the open market

something with a larger diameter ? Definitely the second option, the set of the decoder comes with

a 65 cm dish, which does not give us a reserve for bad weather, look for 80-90cm dishes and

unicable converters in electronic stores, the most popular at the moment are Opticum and Inverto.

To mount the satellite set we use special brackets, it can be a structure to the wall or chimney or a

bracket to the balcony railing, mounting pins should have a diameter of 12-14mm and a minimum

length of 120mm, if on the wall is insulated we use metal anchors with a collar to prevent denting.

The coaxial cable connecting the antenna to the decoder can be covered with a white gutter, you

can buy it in one of the DIY stores in Warsaw, we attach it to the wall with double-sided tape or glue

resistant to moisture and water.

Artículo siguiente:

https://www.fincaloranque.com/es/blog/Posts/show/montaz-anteny-satelitarnej-polsat-box-106
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